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CERTAIN PROPERTIES OF PLANE POLYGONS
OF AN EVEN NUMBER OF SIDES.
BY T. COTTERILL, M.A.,
LATE FELLOW OF ST. JOHN'S COLLEGE, CAMHRIDOE.
THE object of the following paper is to prove certain common pro-
perties of the areas of polygons of 2n sides, by means of their simplest
form, the quadrilateral, with a view hereafter to show that the expres-
sions obtained in the cases of the quadrilateral and hexagon can be
generalised into forms which, without any change of symbols, admit of
dual interpretations, both, on tho plane and on the sphere
1. The area of a plane quadrilateral ABCD is invariable, so long as
its diagonals AC, BD and the angle between them remain the same,
and this is easily seen either geometrically or more simply by its trigo-
nometrical expression, one half the product of the diagonals and the
sine of its included angle. The area vanishes if the extremities of a
diagonal coincide, or if tho two diagonals are parallel.
Hence its area can be denoted by (i»r)); and if P bo any point in its
plane, we shall have the following equations from tho geometrical defi-
nition of the area,
( B D ) = P A B + P B C + P C D + P D A
= ABC+ACD = BCD+BDA
= ABD - CBD = D AC - BAC,
in which it is important to remark the connexion between the diagonal
representation of the area and that of its component triangle, especially
with regard to the rule of signs.
C A \ -Tl^a / A
Thus iB
If one diagonal remains fixed whilst the other is constant in magnitudo
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but variable in position, the area varies in magnitude and sign with
the sine of an angle. Hence the sum of the squares of the areas
of two quadrilaterals whose diagonal angles differ by a right angle is
constant, and if one vanishes the other is a maximum.
2. The area r of the hexagon AFBDCE, in which ABO and DEF
are the vertices of the alternate triangles formed from it, is given by
the equation
r = PAF+PFB+pBD+PDC+PCE+PEA,
which can be expressed in two ways as the sum of three quadrilaterals
by means of equations such as
PAF+PFB = ( 2 J ) and PEA+PAF= (|^V &o.
TTfln,o r _ /PF\ , / P D \ , /PE\ /PA\ , /PB\ , /PCXHence T = ^ j + ( B 0 J + (cA J = U F ] + [YD) + (DE j
= ABC-DBC-ECA-FAB = DEF-AEF-BFD-CDE
_ /EF\ /DE\ _ /FD\ /EF\ _ /DE\ /FD\
- \AB)~\BC) ~ IBC;~ICA/ - \CA)-\AB)-
As any two of the quadrilaterals in which P is a point can be made
to disappear, it follows that, in the case of the vanishing hexagon, the
lines drawn through the vertices of each of its alternate triangles
parallel to the sides of the other are concurrent, and the directions of
the sides are therefore in Involution.
When this is not the case, let lines be drawn through the vertices of
one of the triangles, as ABC, parallel to the sides of the other DEF.
Thus, let CXY be parallel to DE; AYZ to EF; and BZX to FD.
Then CDE = XDE = YDE = c, AEF = TEF = ZEF = a,
BFD = ZFD = XFD = 6, suppose;
MA r - (XA\ 4- (XB\ 4. / X 0 ^ - (XA\ - YFT? Ai™
a n d r
 - \EF ) + U D ) + \DEJ ~ lEF ) ~ X B F - A E F
= XEF—a = YFD-6 = ZDE-c.
Therefore XEF = r + a, YFD = r + &, ZDE = r + c .
The area of the triangle XYZ is found from the area! co-ordinates of
its points referred to DEZ by the following equation:
(T+a, 6, c)
(DEF)»(XYZ) = j a, r + b, c[.
( a, 6, r +
 c)
The Determinant is evaluated at once, from observing that the three
rows coincide if F vanish, and that the sum of the constituents of a row
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is r+a4-&+c, or (DEP). - Hence, observing the factors in the prin-
cipal diagonal, we have
(DEF)J (XTZ) = r2 (DEF) or r 3 = (DEF) (XYZ).
Similarly, if the sides of the triangle (TTJV) circumscribe the tri-
angle (DEF), and are respectively parallel to the sides of (ABO),
r s = (ABC) (TUV) = (DEF) (XYZ).
Hence, if through the vertices of eaoh of two triangles in a plane
lines are drawn respectively parallel to the sides of the other, the
products of the similar triangles are the same and equal to the square
of the hexagon, formed from them in the manner above described.
Hence also, if a triangle is fixed, the produce of the areas of the
inscribed and circumscribing similar and similarly situated triangles
is constant.
In order to trace the changes in the areas of the hexagon cor-
responding to those of the quadrilateral from varying the position of its
diagonals, suppose, first, the triangle ABC to be fixed, whilst DEF is
moved in its own plane by a motion of translation. As the component
quadrilaterals remain constant in magnitude, the area of a hexagon
is unaltered by a motion of translation of its alternate triangles. If
F, denotes its area when the angle between corresponding sides of the
triangle is increased by 0, Tir — £2PA, EF cos (PA, EF) = $2PD,
BC cos (PD, BC), and Te — V cos 0 = riw sin 0, and the vanishing
position is given by tan 61 = r-j-riir. The properties, therefore, of a
quadrilateral dependent on the variation of its diagonal angle have
counterparts in the hexagon, the alternate triangles taking the place of
the diagonals in a peculiar manner.
There is another curious analogy between the two figures AB, CD,
cos (AB, CD) = £ (AD8+BC J- AC*- BDJ).
Hence, in a maximum quadrilateral the sums of the squares of the
opposite sides are equal, and if it vanish, the difference of the sum of
the squares of its opposite sides is. greater than in any other relative
position of the diagonals. riv is the sum of three such terms, and if
they are expressed in the same way, the P's will disappear, and Tiw is
found equal to one-fourth the difference of the sums of the squares of
the alternate sides of the original hexagon. Hence, if a hexagon be a
maximum, the sums of the squares of its alternate sides are equal, and
the difference of these sums is the greatest in the vanishing hexagon.
Other properties can be deduced from these expressions, arising
chiefly from the arbitrary position of the point P, but as they, for the
most part, depend on the goniometrical function of Involution, they
scarcely come within the scope of this Paper.
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3. From a polygon of 2w sides, two alternate polygons of n sides
each can be formed, and its area expressed in two ways as the sum of
n quadrilaterals, each containing the same arbitrary point. Thus, all
the properties which have been proved in the hexagon (except those
which depend on the alternate polygons being triangles) are true for
polygons of an even number of sides. The general expression, of
which 2PA, EF cos (PA, EF) = SPD, BO cos (PD, BC) is a type,
is also = 2DA, EFcos(DA, EF) = SAD, BCcos(AD, BC), and is
remarkable as being true for general space.
